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Abstract The study presented in this paper demonstrates how transcribed podcast material di�ers with respect to lexical content

from other collections of English language data: editorial text, social media, both long form and microblogs, dialogue from movie

scripts, and transcribed phone conversations. Most of the recorded di�erences are as might be expected, reflecting known or assumed

di�erence between spoken and wri�en language, between dialogue and soliloquy, and between scripted formal and unscripted

informal language use. Most notably, podcast material, compared to the hitherto typical training sets from editorial media, is

characterised by being in the present tense, and with a much higher incidence of pronouns, interjections, and negations. These

characteristics are, unsurprisingly, largely shared with social media texts. Where podcast material di�ers from social media material

is in its a�itudinal content, with many more amplifiers and much less negative a�itude than in blog texts. This variation, besides

being of philological interest, has ramifications for computational work. Information access for material which is not primarily topical

should be designed to be sensitive to such variation that defines the data set itself and discriminates items within it. In general,

training sets for language models are a non-trivial parameter which are likely to show e�ects both expected and unexpected when

applied to data from other sources and the characteristics and provenance of data used to train a model should be listed on the label

as a minimal form of downstream consumer protection.

1 Genres and podcast transcripts

The way human language is used varies across chan-

nels and styles, and we have for the longest while made

a clear distinction between spoken and wri�en lan-

guage as two major distinctive modes of communica-

tion (Cederschiöld, 1897; Ong, 1982; Biber, 1991; Coul-

mas, 2003).

The di�erences between writing and reading can

to a large extent be related to situational di�erences:

where speech has been used in transient situations in

which interlocutors are present, writing has typically

been used in asynchronous communication with par-

ticipants at a remove from each other. This distinction

has through the introduction of communication tech-

nologies become less and less clear-cut. Wri�en lan-

guage is used for momentary and fleeting conversa-

tions with li�le planning or editorial oversight; spoken

language material is created, published and distributed

in ways which are more formal and more permanent

and archival than before.

Podcasts are a new medium and a new format

for spoken language. The styles of language use in

podcasts are as yet unformed and have not yet co-

alesced into stable functional and generally accepted

genres: podcast material will require us to recalibrate

many of the assumptions we make about how language

is used. Recently, a collection of over 100,000 pod-

cast episodes, including automatically generated tran-

scripts, has been released for the purposes of retrieval

and summarisation experimentation. The companion

paper released with the podcast material set gives some

indicative di�erences between the transcripts and writ-

ten language as represented by the Brown corpus (Fran-

cis and Kucera, 1967) and shows i.a. that the frequency

of amplifiers and personal pronouns is greater than in

the various genres represented in the Brown corpus

(Cli�on et al., 2020).

This paper demonstrates how some such di�erences

across text collections of di�erent types are indicative

of genre di�erences, some of which can be expected to

depend on how spoken genres continue to evolve with

changing technology and evolving situations of usage.

This examines di�erences in anchoring, subjective lan-

guage, and discourse handling, which can all be ex-

pected to be dimensions in which podcast language will

di�er from wri�en genres.

Podcasts are a rapidly evolving medium. The vari-

ation and volatility is great and we can expect that

only a few years from now there will be new formats of

language use not represented in the present collection.

These measurements are intended to inspire the sys-

tematic exploration of such di�erences as they occur,

to make possible documentation of current and future
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changes in the medium, to make explicit di�erences

that may have e�ects on the applicability of language

models trained on one type of material on another, and

to ensure that application to classification, retrieval, or

large scale extraction of information is informed and

sensitive to those systematic di�erences that might im-

pact results.

2 Data Overview
Seven data sets were used for these experiments. These

data sets are of varying age and collected with various

methods, but have all been used in research and bench-

marking projects and are selected by virtue of being ac-

cessible for experimentation and further study. The rep-

resentativeness of the corpora may vary: movie scripts

change over time as the cra� of writing and acting

evolves; conventions in phone conversations change as

new technologies cater to new use cases; social media

platforms, with various conventions and various tech-

nological a�ordances, go in and out of fashion; editorial

media shi� their focus and their o�erings according to

the shi�ing constitution and preferences of their au-

diences. The editorial media data set is the one most

clearly governed by conventions and constraints im-

posed by audience expectations for the genre and is

likely to be the data set with least change over time.

These changes are all likely to a�ect the stylistic statis-

tics on reported below in various ways; the di�erences

found between genres are robust enough to majorise

the within genre di�erences over time.

Editorial media A collection of Associated Press

newswire text from year 1989-1990 made avail-

able for experimentation in various shared tasks

as part of the TIPSTER corpus (Harman and

Liberman, 1993). These represent edited text con-

forming to standard wri�en English language us-

age.

… Citing financial disarray in Mas-
sachuse�s government, a major bond rat-
ing agency cut the state’s credit rating Fri-
day for the second time this year, a move
that could add millions to borrowing costs.
The decision by Standard & Poor’s Corp. to
downgrade Massachuse�s bonds from AA-
to A represents a harsh assessment of the fis-
cal policies of Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and
the state Legislature. “The state’s economy
remains strong, while debt and fiscal man-
agement display serious weaknesses,” the
agency said. …

Social media Data from the Blog Authorship Cor-

pus which consists of a large age- and gender-

balanced collection of about 700 000 English

language blog posts collected for the purpose

of experimentation with authorship a�ribution

(Schler et al., 2006). These are intended to rep-

resent informal wri�en language in a variety of

subgenres.

… Yesterday I learned a new programming
language, Groovy . Well, I wrote a simple
program in Groovy. I need to do much more
with it before I learn to ”think in Groovy.”
This is important. There’s a huge benefit to
learning a new programming language, so
much so that The Programatic Programmers
recommend learning a new language every
year. Learning a new programming language
can be di�icult. Let’s be precise: learning to
write working programs in a new language
is relatively easy, but the first impulse is to
think in the style of the languages you al-
ready know and write programs using the
syntax of the new language. …

Microblogs A set of mostly English language mi-

croblog posts from Twi�er collected for analysis

of public opinion during the fall of 2017.
1
. These

are intended to represent real-time language use,

but in fact contain a large number of press re-

lease announcements, news headlines, and links

to further reading.

• Mystery Fanged Sea Creature Washes Up on Texas
Beach a�er Hurricane Harvey URL

• Hope and kudos for hurricane victims in health-
care: URL

• as i sit in this heat i also wish tha best for those
that caught harvey cause i know theyre worse o� n
im grateful we ain get hit directly

• Having a gun license is what you’re thinking about
a�er a disaster? If you’re in Taaaxas. #Harvey URL

• @UId Hi, sorry missed your question! 7-8pm at
harvey hadden, this will be the only one i’m afraid

Podcast transcripts A large collection of automati-

cally generated English language podcast tran-

scripts released by Spotify for research purposes,

with episodes representing a variety of podcast

formats, styles, levels of formality, and topics

(Cli�on et al., 2020). The transcripts include sen-

tence breaks automatically inferred by the tran-

scription system.

… Only on my hands no with my hips ever.
So first what I did was visiting a doctor be-
cause every time when I was trying to stretch

1
The post ids are available at http://www.lingvi.st/

corpora/storm.txt
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myself like to take stretch classes, I ended
up with like a really bad pain for like a few
weeks or months. So then they visited doc-
tor and I really like he told me that my spine
like …

Movie scripts A collection of English language movie

scripts from the Film Corpus (Walker et al., 2012).

The corpus has separated dialogue from scene de-

scriptions and director instructions; for the pur-

pose of this study, only the dialogue portion has

been used, as a sample of language which is pro-

duced in wri�en form but intended to represent

natural speech.

…
- What’s that shit?
- A book. It’s called reading. You should try
it some time.
- You wanna read something. Read between
the lines.
- Well here’s something even you can relate
to. Albert got a lo�a trim.
- That genius thing is a babe magnet.
- Lemme see that book.
…

Telephone conversations The Switchboard corpus is

a collection of transcribed English language tele-

phone conversations on a variety of topics (God-

frey et al., 1992; Godfrey and Holliman, 1997). For

this study a separately annotated portion which

is freely available is used (Jurafsky et al., 1997).

This is intended to represent the character of

spontaneous unscripted speech. This transcrip-

tion is fairly carefully done to preserve e.g. inter-

ruptions and overlapping speech, in contrast with

the podcast transcription.

…
— What kind of …
— Okay.
— … eating out do you enjoy?
— Well, I like dining out.
— Of course, it means that I don’t have to
cook.
— Right .
— But, um, I’m a divorced woman.
— I have one child …
— Uh-huh.
— … and, you know, when, when we dine out
we go to like medium priced restaurants.
— Uh—huh.
— I don’t, I don’t particularly
— I think it’s sort of a waste of money to go
real, to a real high priced restaurant.

— Do you go like home cooking, like Black-
Eyed Pea and that kind of thing or …
— Um, e-, n-
— … cafeteria?
— Not really.
— We go wh-, more for the, uh, Chinese …
— Me too .
— … and Italian …
— Uh-huh.
— … and stu� like that. Mexican, stu� …
— Mexican,
— uh-huh.
— … that I can’t cook .
— Uh, we do too.
— We do the same.
— Yeah.
…

Popular lectures The popular science TED talk series

on ”technology, entertainment, and design” pro-

vide transcripts of lectures given by the speakers.

The lectures are information-dense, but informal

and entertaining in style and are mostly mono-

logues, with the occasional conversational inter-

view. A selection of such transcripts has been

made available for experimentation (Banik, 2017).

I’d like to tell you the tale of one of my fa-
vorite projects. I think it’s one of the most
exciting that I’m working on, but I think it’s
also the simplest. It’s a project that has the
potential to make a huge impact around the
world. It addresses one of the biggest health
issues on the planet, the number one cause
of death in children under five. Which is…?
Water-borne diseases? Diarrhea? Malnutri-
tion? No. It’s breathing the smoke from in-
door cooking fires — acute respiratory infec-
tions caused by this.

100 000 sentences from each source were sampled for

inclusion in this study, using the Natural Language

Toolkit (NLTK) for sentence segmentation which splits

the text to sentences at major delimiters (”.”, ”!”, ”?”)

and at paragraph breaks (Bird, 2006). Some quanti-

tative data for the samples are given in Table 1. No-

ticeable is that the sentence length varies considerably

across the collections. This reflects both genre variation

and transcription practice, as can be seen in the above

example extracts: the movie scripts contain very short

sentences authored to describe rapid dialogue and over-

lapping turns, the phone conversation transcripts ren-

der short turns and interruptions as separate sentences,

where, by contrast, the podcast transcripts have longer

turns on average. Repeated samples were drawn to en-

sure stability of the measures made, and all measures

and statistics given in the following tables are averaged
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across a number of resamplings, rounded to two signif-

icant figures.

3 Dimensions of variation
The measures examined in this study focus on readily

inspectable aspects of language use where spoken lan-

guage and informal channels traditionally are assumed

to show di�erence to wri�en formal genres. Spoken

language due to its immediacy and synchronous na-

ture frequently has more overt markers for interper-

sonal functions, and utilises di�erent textual functions

to organise the discourse. Since wri�en genres more

frequently are used for abstract and complex topical

ma�er, it is to be expected that those ideational func-

tions that concern argumentation and logical struc-

ture are rendered di�erently. Biber and colleagues, in

their studies on register variation across several lan-

guages (Biber, 1995), posit a number of variational di-

mensions using factorial analyses and then formulate

a low dimensional space of functional bases in which

they position the genre samples such as lectures, face-

to-face conversations, broadcasts, private le�ers, aca-

demic prose, o�ical documents, and many more.

This study uses a subset of the variables examined

by Biber and colleagues (the variables used by Biber are

variously accessible for automated analysis). The addi-

tion of podcast material to the data used by Biber are

likely to extend the variational dimensions posited by

his original study, since podcast material cuts across

many of the suggested dimensions such as ”involved

vs informational” which separates e.g. speeches from

e.g. academic prose; ”narrative vs non-narrative”, which

separates fiction text from e.g. face-to-face interaction;

”textual vs situational reference”, which separates e.g.

phone conversations from o�icial documents and so

forth. Podcasts incorporate material with the situat-

edness of personal conversations to the abstraction of

formal lectures, and material with the immediacy and

interactive online planning of live dialogue to the edito-

rially oriented production qualities of broadcast news.

We can expect that many of the variational dimensions

are relevant for podcasts even as new conventions and

new genres gradually develop.

Spoken unscripted language is characterised by ex-

plicit features related to the organisation of discourse

which involve turn-taking, interruptions, dysfluencies,

and repair. These are somewhat challenging to study

with the given collections, especially as transcription

o�entimes removes and normalises much of the sig-

nal. Notably, in the present collections, while the

phone conversation transcripts render turn-taking in

detail, the podcast transcriptions leave out overlapping

speech.

This study focusses on features of language use

which is situated, where the participants are syn-

chronously present during the communicative situa-

tion as opposed to communication where the author or

speaker is separated from the audience, and personal
and subjective, where the a�itude and stance of the au-

thor or speaker is clearly expressed and modulated to

capture the a�ention and fit the reactions of the in-

tended audience, in contrast to language framed to be

formal and couched in objective terms and expressions,

abstracted from the present situation.

The surface features to be expected are more a�itu-

dinal and overtly subjective language, with intensifiers,

first and second person pronouns, more present tense

and narratives, more questions and a�irmations than

in scripted and planned language use.

4 A�itude and A�ect in Lan-
guage

Subjective language is of interest for many reasons,

but not least for its potential applications in informa-

tion retrieval and text categorisation. Since the intro-

duction of computational sentiment analysis as a re-

search topic (� et al., 2004) various e�orts to extend

or typologise the field have been explored, (Karlgren

et al., 2004; Karlgren, 2009; Feldman, 2013; Ravi and

Ravi, 2015) and many mostly lexical approaches were

implemented for commercial application. Now, with

computational methods that allow full scope over an

entire u�erance without relying on single items, some

of the lexical approaches are less immediately impres-

sive than before, but for reasons of transparency, many

are still in use in practical applications and they cor-

relate well with findings from non-lexical approaches.

For the present experiments, a standard lexicon of po-

lar items has been used to represent the manifold ex-

pressions of human emotion found in text (Hu and Liu,

2004), and the incidence of items from the lexicon are

shown in Table 2
2
.

The table gives counts both per word, i.e. how many

of the tokens of the collection sample were polar eval-

uative lexical items (le� half of the table), and per sen-

tence, i.e. how many sentences of the 100 000 sample

contained a polar evaluative lexical item (right half of

the table).

The results show that podcast transcripts have a no-

ticeably higher incidence of positive polarity items and

lower incidence of negative polarity items than writ-

ten genres and that popular lectures exhibit much the

same distribution. News stories exhibit more negative

polarity than positive polarity items, which is likely to

2
The item ”like” was removed from the list of positive items,

since it is very frequent in the spoken language material as a non-

a�itudinal discourse particle.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the seven language collections, comparing average sentence length.

Editorial Social Microblogs Podcast Movie Phone Popular

media media transcripts scripts calls lectures

Number of sentences 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000

Number of words 2 200 000 1 700 000 1 800 000 1 700 000 720 000 720 000 1 600 000

Words per sentence 22 17 18 17 7.2 7.2 16

Year of publication 1989-1990 2004 2017 2019 before 2010 early 1990s 2017

have to do with editorial considerations: negative news

drive reporting. This probably explains a similar imbal-

ance for the microblog posts, which to a large extent

are commentary to current news stories. The two more

traditional spoken genres have much lower counts of

both polarities, which may mean that the lexicon used

here is not optimised for spoken material or that spo-

ken language demonstrates polarity more o�en in con-

structional items rather than purely lexical ones (”This
put me o�.”).

5 Amplification
Amplifiers are linguistic items that serve to increase the

perceived strength of an evaluative expression. They

are typically constructed as adverbials, as shown in Ex-

ample (1) (�irk et al., 1985, §7.57 a) and in this study

such items are used, and other amplifying construc-

tions are le� aside. Amplifiers can be subcategorised in

several ways, and here a three-way distinction is made.

Gradation amplifiers increase the intensity of a gradal

expression: (very, immensely, substantially, fucking); af-
firmation amplifiers emphasise the commitment of the

speaker to the sentiment (truly, really); and surprise am-

plifiers communicate that the qualities under consider-

ation are unexpected or anomalous (amazingly, surpris-
ingly, unusually). These distinctions are of course not

independent of each other. The amplifiers used in this

study are given in Appendix A.

(1) a. Hurricane Irma is a very dangerous storm.

(microblog)

b. The immensely popular “Star Wars” isn’t

much good for teaching science. (news)

c. It just fucking cool. (podcast)

d. If you’re ready to find out who you are deep

down and live a truly authentic life. (pod-

cast)

e. Now if you use the right kind of atoms and

you get them cold enough, something truly
bizarre happens. (lectures)

f. My husband is he’s really sweet. (podcast)

g. Leaders of corporate America say business

is surprisingly good. (news)

h. That was interesting, and surprisingly
nice. (blog)

The incidence of amplifiers in the seven collections

are given in Table 3. We find that the podcast material

has an order of magnitude higher number of amplifiers

than most other genres. Popular lectures also exhibit

a similarly high incidence of amplifiers, but there is a

di�erence in how they are distributed over the subcat-

egories: podcasts show a very high incidence of a�irma-
tion amplifiers, which take purchase in the presence of

the speaker in the communicative situation. This is one

of the most di�erentiating features between podcasts

and popular lectures, which otherwise exhibit many

similar characteristics.

6 Negation

Negation is a foundational semantic operator whose ex-

act semantic function on the meaning of an u�erance

can be discussed and modelled at length (Von Klopp,

1993, e.g.). Negation can a�ect an entire clause (”I
didn’t eat the cookies.”) or more locally, a constituent

of a clause (”I will eat no more cookies.”). In English,

clausal negation most o�en is formed through the neg-

ative verbal a�ix ”n’t”, which in wri�en or more for-

mal registers, or when emphasised, o�en is rendered

as the separate lexical item ”not”. Local negation is

formed through prefixing the negated component with

”no” or ”not”, or by using more elaborate construction

such as ”neither … nor”, ”nobody”, ”none”, or ”never”

(�irk et al., 1985, §10.55�). Negation has an obvious

relation to polarity and antonymy which has motivated

great interest in research on methods for the practi-

cal handling of negation in sentiment analysis and re-

lated experiments and applications (Choi and Cardie,

2009; Tanushi et al., 2013; Mohammad et al., 2013; Kir-

itchenko et al., 2014; Reitan et al., 2015, i.a.). Some ex-

amples of negation and its e�ect on polarity are given

in Example (2). In this study, negation is included as

an example of an accessible semantic operator useful

for modulation and modification of a�itudinal expres-

sions. The list of negations used in this study, compiled

from �irk et al. (1985) and Biber (1995) is given in Ap-

pendix B and the incidence of negations is given in Ta-

ble 4. We can here observe how informal genres, un-

surprisingly, exhibit many more contracted forms than

the wri�en material. We also find that the incidence of
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Table 2: Occurrence and proportion of negative and positive polar lexical items from Hu and Liu (2004) in seven collec-

tions of language, per word and per sentence in a sample of 100 000 sentences from each collection.

Per word Per sentence

Positive Negative Positive Negative

Editorial media 39 000 (1.8 %) 56 000 (2.6 % ) 30 000 39 000

Social media 44 000 (2.6 % ) 41 000 (2.5 % ) 31 000 28 000

Microblogs 27 000 (1.5 % ) 42 000 (2.3 % ) 21 000 29 000

Podcast transcripts 46 000 (2.7 % ) 29 000 (1.7 % ) 33 000 21 000

Movie scripts 16 000 (2.2 % ) 18 000 (2.6 % ) 14 000 16 000

Phone conversations 16 000 (2.3 % ) 9 000 (1.3 % ) 15 000 8 100

Popular lectures 41 000 (2.6 % ) 29 000 (1.8 %) 31 000 22 000

Table 3: Occurrence and proportion of lexical amplifiers (listed in Appendix A) in seven collections of language, per

word and per sentence in a sample of 100 000 sentences from each collection.

Editorial Social Microblogs Podcast Movie Phone Popular

media media transcripts scripts conversations lectures

Per word

amplifiers 3 400 8 100 1 800 13 000 2 400 5 200 11 500

gradation 2 100 3 200 840 4 400 1 400 1 500 5 800

(0.097 % ) (0.19 % ) (0.046 % ) (0.26 % ) (0.20 % ) (0.20 % ) (0.37 % )

a�irmation 710 4 200 480 7 300 800 3 500 4 100

(0.033 % ) (0.26 % ) (0.026 % ) (0.43 % ) (0.11 % ) (0.49 % ) (0.26 % )

surprise 580 680 470 950 160 220 1 600

(0.027 % ) (0.041 % ) (0.026 % ) (0.055 % ) (0.021 % ) (0.031 % ) (0.10 % )

Per sentence

gradation 2 000 3 000 820 3 900 1 400 1 300 5 100

a�irmation 700 3 900 440 6 400 780 3 400 4 100

surprise 570 660 410 910 160 220 1 600

negation in general is higher in social media and pod-

casts than in the other material. There are many hypo-

thetical explanations for this observation which need

further study: a tentative explanation is that negation

is at times used as a discourse marker (”No, no, no, no,
we can’t do that.” or even ”No, you are right.”)

(2) a. We would continue to pursue the accelera-

tor technology, but at the moment it is not
as mature as fission reactors. (news)

b. And it’s crazy how it’s it’s not crazy. (pod-

cast)

c. My boat got hit by #IrmaHurricane the

ranch is #flooding from #irma but #han-

kjr02 is following me on Twi�er, so it can’t
be all bad. (microblog)

d. and, it’s not very expensive that way.

(phone)

e. And that is not bad at all. (phone)

f. Ladies and gentlemen, a picture is not
worth a thousand words. In fact, we found

some pictures that are worth 500 billion

words. (lectures)

7 Interrogatives

The incidence of interrogative u�erances, defined as

sentences that end with a ”?”, di�ers across the collec-

tions as shown in Table 5. It is likely, here as in pre-

ceding statistics, that the results are influenced by con-

ventions for transcription which vary across the spo-

ken genres, but the podcast material which is the only

automatically transcribed material shows a higher in-

cidence of questions than some of the other genres,

rather than the lower incidence which might be ex-

pected from transcription errors. The movie script col-

lection stands out here, with every sixth sentence a

question, reflecting the type of conversational to-and-

fro characteristic of the genre.

8 Situatedness

Personal pronouns are used when the author or speaker

and the audience have a shared understanding of the

context they are in. First and second person pronouns

are less prevalent in formal discourse and more preva-

lent in face-to-face conversation than in other situa-

tions; narrative discourse will show a higher propor-
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Table 4: Occurrence and proportion of negated sentences in seven collections of language in a sample of 100 000 sen-

tences from each collection(negations used are listed in Appendix B).

Editorial Social Microblogs Podcast Movie Phone Popular

media media transcripts scripts conversations lectures

negations 17 000 24 000 6 800 28 000 1 900 12 000 17 000

”no”, ”not” 10 000 9 000 3 500 9 600 4 200 3 800 8 400

contractions 3 800 9 900 4 000 13 000 8 800 7 100 7 300

constructions 1 800 2 500 1 300 2 100 2 300 1 100 1 300

Table 5: Occurrence and proportion of interrogative sentences in seven collections of language in a sample of 100 000

sentences from each collection.

Editorial Social Microblogs Podcast Movie Phone Popular

media media transcripts scripts conversations lectures

�estions 730 7 100 2 800 7 600 17 000 3 700 8 000

tion of third person pronouns than non-narrative dis-

course. The expected di�erences are found in the data,

as shown in Table 6. These counts include reflexives

(”myself ”) and possessives (”our”, ”ours”); the third per-

son counts do not include ”it”; the second person counts

include impersonal ”you” as in ”when you bake bread

you usually add some kind of leavening”. Notable is

firstly (and unsurprisingly) the high incidence of per-

sonal pronouns in the spoken genres together with the

social media texts compared to the two other genres.

Secondly, notable is the large number of second person

pronouns in podcast material, movie scripts, and phone

conversations, reflecting the dyadic conversational for-

mat in many of them. Thirdly, the large number of 1st

person plural pronouns in the popular lecture data, re-

flecting the genre-specific pa�ern of including the audi-

ence in an u�erance (”When we think about why we hear,
we don’t o�en think about the ability to hear an alarm or
a siren, although clearly that’s an important thing.”) . A

final striking observation is the consistently low level of

reference to feminine correlates across all collections.

Another measure of situatedness is the distribution

of lexical categories over content words. Table 7 shows

how verbs are less common and proper nouns are more

common in editorial media and in microblogs compared

to the other four genres. These counts are based on

part of speech tagging as provided by the NLTK part of

speech tagger (Bird, 2006). The di�erence is most likely

related to news reporting being based on participating

people, organisations, and locales. By contrast, the rel-

ative occurrence of verbs is higher in the spoken genres

and in social media.

Shared across all genres except the news material

is the preponderance of present tense in comparison

with past tense as shown in Table 8. This is an indi-

cator of narrative discourse, where language is used to

describe something that preceded the communicative

situation. The news genre is highly focussed on report-

ing past events and this is reflected in the tense rep-

resentation. These counts are also based on the NLTK

part of speech tagger, which provides separate labels

for past tense verbal forms. Some sentences have mixed

tense, subclauses with a tense di�erent from the matrix

clause, e.g., or other more complex verbal structure and

are omi�ed from the table.

9 Concluding Observations

This initial study demonstrates some clear di�erences

in lexical content between transcribed podcast material

and other collections of language data: editorial text,

social media, both long form and microblogs, dialogue

from movie scripts, transcribed phone conversations,

and popular lectures. Most of the recorded di�erences

are as might be expected, reflecting known or assumed

di�erence between spoken and wri�en language, be-

tween dialogue and soliloquy, and between scripted for-

mal and unscripted informal language use. Most no-

tably, podcast material, compared to the hitherto typ-

ical training sets from editorial media, is characterised

by being in the present tense, and with a much higher

incidence of pronouns and negations. These character-

istics are, unsurprisingly, largely shared with social me-

dia texts. Where podcast material di�ers from social

media material is in its a�itudinal content, with many

more amplifiers and much less negative a�itude than in

blog texts. There is a solid base to explain these di�er-

ences in the studies by Biber referred to above, and in

the more general notion of metafunctions of language

which are utilised with various relative strength across

communicative situations.

It is to be expected that the results presented in

this study will age rapidly with respect to their details:

the podcast medium will evolve and new genres and

stylistic conventions will emerge an coalesce in the near

future as podcasts gain a broader audience, more cre-

ators, and further situations of use. The popular lec-
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Table 6: Occurrence of personal pronouns and their proportion of the vocabulary in seven collections of language.

Editorial Social Microblogs Podcast Movie Phone Popular

media media transcripts scripts conversations lectures

1 p sg 8 000 96 000 6 000 77 000 33 000 36 000 40 000

( 0.37 %) ( 5.8 %) ( 0.33 %) ( 4.5 %) ( 4.6 %) ( 5.0 %) ( 2.5 %)

2 p 2 500 16 000 7 200 52 000 23 000 18 000 30 000

( 0.11 %) ( 0.96 %) ( 0.39 %) ( 3.0 %) ( 3.2 %) ( 2.6 %) ( 1.9 %)

3 p sg m 22 000 14 000 4 700 14 000 9 000 3 100 7 600

( 1.0 %) ( 0.82 %) ( 0.26 %) ( 0.81 %) ( 1.2 %) ( 0.44 %) ( 0.48 %)

3 p sg f 4 500 8 500 2 000 5 900 4 100 2 000 3 700

( 0.21 %) ( 0.51 %) ( 0.11 %) ( 0.34 %) ( 0.56 %) ( 0.29 %) ( 0.23 %)

1 p pl 5 500 12 000 7 000 18 000 5 500 8 000 32 000

( 0.25 %) ( 0.74 %) ( 0.38 %) ( 1.0 %) ( 0.76 %) ( 1.1 %) ( 2.0 %)

3 p pl 11 000 7 000 4 800 13 000 2 600 9 200 15 000

( 0.50 %) ( 0.42 %) ( 0.26 %) ( 0.74 %) ( 0.36 %) ( 1.3 %) ( 0.97 %)

Table 7: Distribution of lexical categories for content words and their proportion of the vocabulary in seven collections

of language based on NLTK part of speech tagging.

Editorial Social Microblogs Podcast Movie Phone Popular

media media transcripts scripts conversations lectures

verbs 350 000 320 000 230 000 370 000 150 000 140 000 300 000

(16 % ) (19 % ) (12 % ) (21 % ) (21 % ) (20 % ) (19 % )

nouns 470 000 310 000 400 000 250 000 110 000 99 000 220 000

(22 % ) (19 % ) (22 % ) (14 % ) (15 % ) (14 % ) (13 % )

proper nouns 260 000 92 000 460 000 63 000 52 000 21 000 51 000

(12 % ) (5.5 % ) (25 % ) (3.7 % ) (7.2 % ) (2.9 % ) (3.1 % )

adjectives 160 000 120 000 170 000 96 000 36 000 39 000 110 000

(7.4 % ) (7.1 % ) (9.2 % ) (5.6 % ) (5.0 % ) (5.4 % ) (6.7 % )

Table 8: Verb tense of sentences in seven collections of language in a sample of 100 000 sentences from each collection.

Sentences with mixed tense or complex verb chains omi�ed.

Editorial Social Microblogs Podcast Movie Phone Popular

media media transcripts scripts conversations lectures

present tense 14 000 32 000 25 000 41 000 39 000 35 000 45 000

past tense 54 000 26 000 25 000 14 000 13 000 11 000 21 000
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tures, an o�shoot from classical academic lectures, but

with their form modified by new transmission chan-

nels and by influence from other staged presentations,

shows one direction of development which is clearly

related to podcasts; we should expect some podcasts

to adhere to this genre, while others will be more like

drama and scripted speech, and some continue to ex-

hibit similarities to more unscripted and informal con-

versation. Across all genres, the di�erence between he
and she in their various forms was dramatic — this is

something that may change over time.

These observations have some direct ramifications

for computational work. Firstly, any useful approach

to information access for material which is not primar-

ily topical should be designed to be sensitive to such

variation that defines the data set itself and discrimi-

nates items within it. More generally, training sets for

language models are a non-trivial parameter which are

likely to show e�ects both expected and unexpected

when applied to data from other sources. The charac-

teristics and provenance of data used to train a model

should be listed on the label as a minimal form of

downstream consumer protection. What these counts

specifically demonstrate is that filtering the a data set

through application of ”stoplists” or other feature re-

duction methods or assessing the quality of language

models using gold standards built on referential seman-

tics based on nouns (cf. Karlgren (2019)) will reduce the

richness of expression more in pronoun-rich and verb-

rich genres than in those with less pronouns and verbs.

The variation demonstrated by the lexical tables

given here is of obvious philological interest, casting

light on how human communicative behaviour is mod-

ulated by the channel over which it proceeds. These re-

ported statistics are but a scratch on the surface: more

sophisticated and hypothesis-driven methods will be

able to present more unified underlying variables and

models with more explanatory power.
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A Amplifiers

gradation amplifiers a�irmation amplifiers surprise amplifiers

very absolutely amazingly

awfully definitely dramatically

completely famously drastically

enormously genuinely emphatically

entirely immaculately exceptionally

exceedingly overly extraordinarily

excessively perfectly fantastically

extremely really horribly

fucking severely incredibly

fuckin surely insanely

greatly thoroughly phenomenally

highly truly remarkably

hugely undoubtedly ridiculously

immensely strikingly

intensely surprisingly

particularly terribly

radically unusually

significantly wildly

strongly wonderfully

substantially amazing

totally dramatic

u�erly drastic

vastly emphatic

exceptional

extraordinary

fantastic

incredible

phenomenal

remarkable

striking

surprising

unusual

B Negations
Negations are taken from �irk et al. (1985, §10.54�) and Biber (1995).

analytic no, not

contractions

n’t, ain’t, aren’t, arent, aren’t, can’t, cannot, cant,

couldn’t,, didn’t, doesn’t, don’t, hadn’t, hasn’t, haven’t,

isn’t, mightn’t, mustn’t, shouldn’t, wasn’t,, weren’t, won’t,

wouldn’t

constructional neither, never, nor, none, nobody, no-one, without, sans, w/o
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